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Abstract. Point-based rendering has offered a powerful alternative to
triangle meshes when it comes to the rendering of highly complex objects
consisting of densely sampled point clouds due to its flexibility and sim-
plicity. The technological advance of 3D scanners has made it possible to
acquire color as well as geometry data of highly complex objects. How-
ever, scanning and acquisition systems often produce surfaces that are
much more dense than actually required for the intended application.
Mobile devices, computer games and distributed virtual environments
must often operate on systems where rendering and transmission ca-
pacity is highly constrained and therefore require strict control over the
level of detail used in models. In this research, we present a framework
for adaptive sampling of point-based surfaces using both geometry and
color information.
1 Introduction
The recent advancement of 3D scanners has made it possible to acquire color as
well as geometry information of highly complex objects with very high speed and
with good accuracy. However, the acquired data poses great challenges in stor-
age, editing, transmission, and rendering due to the heavy data set. Therefore,
simplification of highly detailed objects is necessary for the real time implemen-
tation and has become an important issue in many application fields such as
entertainment, industrial design, virtual reality and other related fields.
Polygonal-based simplification has been studied by many researchers. In spite
of the simplicity and flexibility of polygonal-based simplification, it has some
limitations and drawbacks in some applications due to the need of establishing
connectivity. However, a point-based method does not need the connectivity
information during the simplification process. Efficient simplification of point-
sampled surfaces has been researched [1,2]. However, many existing point-based
simplification methods focus only on decimating an original model into simplified
models considering only the geometry information.
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(a) Real object (b) Scanned data (c) Adapt. sampling (d) Display
Fig. 1. 3D discrete LOD models of point-based surface creation pipeline
In our research, there are mainly three steps in adaptive sampling of the gen-
eration of point-based surfaces. Fig. 1 illustrates the whole process of generating
3D discrete LOD (level of detail) models of point-based surfaces acquired from a
3D scanning system. First, a real object is digitized using a 3D scanning device.
The raw data from the 3D scanner is to be sampled adaptively according to
the required level or desired application. Finally, the model is displayed using a
point based rendering system based on blending and visibility splatting [3].
The main goal of this work is to present a framework for an adaptive sam-
pling of point-based surfaces based on 3D grids using both color and geometry
information to create the same visual quality and to speed up the rendering with
lower sampling density.
2 Adaptive Sampling of Point-Based Surface
In this stage, the raw data from the 3D scanner is to be sampled adaptively
according to the required level. The proposed method uses a 3D grid algorithm
[4]. It subdivides the point cloud into a number of sub grids according to nor-
mal and color standard deviation of points, each of which is replaced by one
representative point sample. Using the 3D grid algorithm, we can sample more
points in the regions of high curvature and big color difference, as shown in Fig.
2(c) and 2(d). Before using 3D grid algorithm, normal estimation is performed
locally using an algorithm [3] based on covariance matrix for each point and
its neighbors. Fig. 2 illustrates the whole procedure of the adaptive point sam-
pling method based on 3D grids from the unorganized point data set. Fig. 2(a)
shows the model Nefertiti. Initial grids are generated by a user defined input,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). Each initial grid is subdivided according to the stan-
dard deviation of normal values, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The subdivided grids
are repeatedly subdivided according to the standard deviation of color values,
as shown in Fig. 2(d). A Refinement step is performed in order to avoid holes
and intervention between discrete point samples, as shown in Fig. 2(e). Upon
completion of the 3D grid subdivision, the decimated discrete point samples are
converted into surface splats in order to fill the gap between the neighboring
samples. In order to estimate the extent of each splat, another calculation is
required. However, we estimate the extent of each splat according to the depth
of each grid.
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Fig. 2. Adaptive sampling method procedure: (a) Nefertiti (b) Initial grids (c) Subdi-
vided by normal variation (d) Subdivided by color variation (e) Refinement
3 Rendering Result
Fig. 3 shows the visual quality comparison between the original model (left),
the model simplified by uniform sampling method (left middle), the model sim-
plified by only using geometry variation (right middle), and the model simpli-
fied by geometry and color variation (right). The model, Nefertiti, is simplified
from the original point set of 448k to 14k by the uniform sampling method and
the proposed algorithm and rendered by the proposed point-based rendering
technique. This rendering result demonstrates that the eyes of Nefertiti sim-
plified by geometry and color variation look sharp, while the eyes of Nefer-
titi, simplified by uniform sampling method and only geometry variation, are
blurred.
Fig. 4 illustrates the visual quality according to 3D discrete LOD (level of
detail) point-based surfaces. The visual quality of each point-based surface is
poorer in accordance with the smaller 3D discrete LOD (level of detail) point-
based surfaces. However, the rendering speed time becomes faster as the level of
detail decreases.
Fig. 3. Visual comparison of Model Nefertiti: (a) Original (b) sampled by uniform (c)
using geometry variation (d) using geometry and color variation
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Fig. 4. Nefertiti at different levels of detail. From left to right, 450k, 110k, 45k, 14k
and 5k points of the original model, rendered with a point splatting renderer.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a framework for adaptive sampling of point-based sur-
faces using both geometry and color attributes. Experimental rendering results
demonstrate that the visual quality of the model simplified by using geometry
and color variation has the best quality compared with other approaches and
a trade off exists between the visual quality and the speed of rendering time.
In future we will define new mathematical criteria for determining the extent of
each splat to generate point-based surfaces without holes and intervention.
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